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INDIVIDUAL THERAPY: NEW DAWN
OR FALSE DAWN?
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The sequencing of the human genome brings with it the hope that greater understanding
of genetic components of disease will allow the more specific targeting of therapies. It
has also been suggested that it will permit sponsors to run “cleaner” clinical trials with
less variability and a consequent saving in patient numbers. Howevel; we do not know
how much of the variation in response that we see from patient to patient in clinical
trials is genetic, because we rarely design the sort of trials that would allow us to identify
patient-by-treatment interaction. Such interaction provides an upper bound for gene-bytreatment interaction for a group of patients studied since patients differ by more than
their genes. On the other hand, howevel; the variability seen within a clinical trial may
generally be expected to be less than the total variation that would be seen within a
population. There is a related statistical issue to do with the interpretation of effects from
clinical trials. This arises because there is confusion between experimental and sampling
models of clinical research. It is concluded that we may have to pay careful attention to
certain design features of clinical trials if we wish to make progress in this field.
Key Words: Patient-by-treatment interaction; Cross-over trials; n-of-1 trials; Effect sizes

INTRODUCTION
“IT WILL SOON be possible for patients in clinical trials to undergo genetic tests to identify those
individuals who will respond favourably to the
drug candidate, based on their genotype, and
therefore the underlying mechanism of their disease. This will translate into smaller, more effective clinical trials with corresponding cost savings
and ultimately better treatment in general practice.
In addition, clinical trials will be capable of
screening for genes involved in the absorption,
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metabolism and clearance of drugs and the genes
which are likely to predispose a patient to druginduced side-effects. In this way, individual patients will be targeted with specific treatment and
personalised dosing regimens to maximise efficacy and minimise pharmacokinetic problems and
other side-effects.’’ (1)

The writer is Sir Richard Sykes, FRS, at
the time chief executive officer of GlaxoWellcome and now chairman of GlaxoSmithKline and rector of Imperial College London.
The statement thus deserves attention. Nevertheless, it will be claimed here that the hope
expressed in the cited passage, and which has
been expressed elsewhere by others ( 2 ) ,may
be rather more difficult to realize than has
been supposed.
This argument of this paper is organized
as follows. First, some general statistical
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points are made about variation in clinical
trials. Next, three published examples, the
first an invalid analysis of a multicenter trial,
the second an invalid proposal for analyzing
clinical trials, and the third an inappropriate
analysis of individual response in a trial that
could have validly identified it, are considered to illustrate the claim that variability in
clinical trials is often misunderstood. In these
three examples patient-by-treatment interaction is assumed to apply without a valid demonstration that it exists. A further, positive
example of exactly the sort of trial that would
be capable of identifying patient-by-treatment interaction is then discussed. Some lessons are then drawn as to what steps might
be taken to identify patient-by-treatment and
then gene-by-treatment interaction. Finally,
a related statistical issue to do with variation
in clinical trials, and in particular whether
sampling or experimental inference is appropriate, will be mentioned.

VARIATION IN CLINICAL TRIALS
The argument that will be made here generalizes easily to trials with many treatments but
is conveniently discussed in terms of a twoarmed trial. Accordingly, this is assumed to
be the case in what follows. The variation
seen in randomized clinical trials is conveniently divided into the following four major
sources, not all of which will necessarily be
identifiable, depending on design. First we
have the “main effect” of treatment, that is
to say, the average difference over all randomizations between the outcome (measured
on some suitable scale) under the experimental treatment and the outcome under control.
Second, we have the “main effect” of patients, that is to say, the general difference
that might be assumed to exist between a
group of patients under homogenous treatment, whether that treatment is the control
or the experimental preparation. Third, we
have patient-by-treatment interaction. This
can be regarded as being the variability introduced into clinical trials by virtue of some
patients responding more favorably to a
given treatment than others. It implies that

the difference that is made by giving a patient
the experimental treatment rather than the
control treatment varies from patient to patient. Finally, we have within-patient error.
This is the extent to which the effect of the
same treatment given to the same patient
might vary from occasion to occasion. This
effect includes not only random variation in
the state of the patient but also any uncontrollable measurement error in the trial. These
effects are summarized in Table 1.
The descriptions of these various effects
already contain hints as to the circumstances
under which they are separately identifiable.
For example, consider a parallel group trial.
Since we do not measure the same patient
repeatedly under the same treatment we can
hardly identify D, the within-patient error.
Nor, since we do not treat each patient with
each treatment, as say, in a cross-over trial,
can we identify C, the patient-by-treatment
interaction. This is not to say that these factors are not present in such a trial; it is just
that the effects C and D cannot be separated
from B. The patients within one treatment
arm will differ in their response not only
because they would differ from each other
whatever treatment they were all given (B)
but also because some are currently experiencing temporary difficulties which others are not (D) and also because some but
not all are responding poorly to this treatment
(C). What we observe is the joint effect
of B, C, and D. They cannot be separated.
The consequences of nonidentifiability for
various types of clinical trial are given in
Table 2.
The table, while summarizing the general
position, is somewhat of an oversimplification. For example, if in a parallel group trial
we can divide patients into males and females, we can then separately resolve a portion of B, the main effect of patients into the
main effect of sex: part of the difference
observed between patients is the difference
between the sexes. We can resolve a portion
of C into sex-by-treatment interaction, since
we can estimate separately the effect of treatment for both males and females. The position then is, that although a total separation
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TABLE 1
Sources of Variation In Clinical Trials
Label

Source

Description

A

Between treatments

B

Between patients

C

Patient-bytreatment interaction

D

Within-patient error

The average difference between treatments over all
randomizations (and hence over all patients). The ‘true’
mean difference between treatments
The average difference between patients. (Averaged
over both experimental and control treatments.)
The extent to which the difference between treatment
differs from one patient to another. (Equivalently, the
extent to which the difference between patients being
given the same treatment depends on treatment given.)
The variability shown from treatment period to treatment
period when the same patient is given the same
treatment

of all of C from all of B is not possible, a
separation of part of C from part of B is.
Similarly, if on completing a parallel
group clinical trial, we find a much higher
total variability in one arm than the other, a
possible explanation is that there is a subgroup of patients who are responding to treatment in one arm (3). Again a partial (but
very imperfect) identification of C becomes
possible.
Finally. if we have repeated measures
within a given treatment period, then it may
be possible to fit a random effects model to
the data (for example, a random slopes
model) and thus identify treatment-by-patient interaction. This approach is commonly
used by the population pharmacokinetics
school and can be extremely powerful (4).
Because the repeated measures occur with
treatment periods rather than, as in the case

of repeated measures cross-over, over periods to which treatment has been randomly
assigned, such approaches do, however, require fairly strong modeling assumptions to
succeed. For example, lack of fit for a given
model will contribute (inappropriately) to the
error term D.
In general, however, the situation is
roughly as indicated in Table 2. Patients must
be measured on more than one treatment to
identify between-patient error. They must be
measured more than once on each treatment
to identify treatment-by-patient interaction.
If the logic of the randomized clinical ma1 is
to be fully exploited, this extra measurement
must come through extra periods with random assignment rather than measures within
periods.
Now consider the implication this has for
the prospect that genotyping will make clini-

TABLE 2
ldentlfiability and Clinical Trials
Type of Trial
Parallel

Identifiable
Effects

Description

Each patient receives one
treatment
Cross-over
Each patient receives each
treatment in one period only
Repeated period crossEach patient receives each
overs (sets of n-of-1 trials) treatment in at least two
periods

Error Term

A

B+C+D

A and B

C+D

A and B and C

E
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cal trials much cleaner and reduce the variability we see in them. A factor that affects
the magnitude of B will be genetic variation
between patients. A very simple example can
be given in trials of asthma. Other things
being equal, taller individuals tend to have
higher forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV,)
than shorter ones. Since height
is at least partially genetically determined,
this is very plausibly an example of (partial)
genetic determination of FEV,. However, it
is also obviously of no practical interest.
Since we can measure a patient’s height we
do not need to measure his or her genetic
inheritance as regards height. We can use
height itself as a covariate in analyzing the
clinical trial. Of course, one might argue that
this is a trivial example. There are many
genes whose effects appear hidden; by identifying these we can achieve a useful stratification of patients that will allow us to eliminate
a part of the variation currently assigned to
the error term.
However, to the extent that the main effect
of genes is relevant to the outcome in many
trials it is also likely to be relevant to the
baseline measurements in these trials. Suppose that there is a genetic subgroup of extreme asthmatics. We shall see some asthmatics with lower baseline values than others.
In using these baselines in an analysis of
covariance (as is now common within the
pharmaceutical industry, although elsewhere
practice lags behind) we have already largely
taken account of this genetic effect without
having had to identify it. Of course, baseline
values are measured with some error so that
it is not true that the partial regression of
outcome on gene given baseline will be zero.
Nevertheless, given our ability to measure
and use predictor covariates (including repeated baselines) in clinical trials we should
not assume that the further ways that genotyping will deliver will make much of a
“main effect” contribution to reducing variability in clinical trials.
If a contribution can be made to reducing
variability, it will be in our ability to reduce
the size of the C term in clinical trials by
restricting entry to individuals whom we

could identify with the help of these new
techniques as being “responders.” In other
words, it is the contribution of gene-by-treatment interaction to the patient-by-treatment
interaction term that is important. This seems
to be what Sir Richard Sykes was discussing
in the passage quoted.
However, for such reduction in variability
to make a useful contribution to reducing
variability in clinical trials, two conditions
are necessary. First gene-by-treatment interaction has to be important. In this connection,
it is not only necessary for there to be relevant genetic differences between patients for
this to make an appreciable contribution to
overall variance, the frequency of relevant
varying minority subgroups also has to be
large enough (5, Chapter 4). Second, we have
to be capable of finding such variation. The
second point will not be considered further
in this paper except to note that unless it is
the case that such variability in response is
attributable to a few alleles acting independently, the identification of responders and
nonresponders may prove extremely difficult
(5). The rest of this paper is concerned instead with the first point. What evidence is
there that gene-by-treatment interaction has
been (hitherto) a hidden and important
source of variability in clinical trials?
It is here that the concept of patient-bytreatment interaction becomes important. Patient-by-treatment interaction provides an
upper bound on gene-by-treatment interaction. This is because patients differ not only
by their genes but by their environmental
circumstances and histories including a
whole host of factors that are not completely
genetically determined (although some of
them may have a genetic component). Such
factors that diet, exposure to pathogens, social circumstances (for example, whether
married or single), habits (for example,
smoking, drinking, sexual activity, degree of
exercise taken), income, occupation and so
forth. Thus, it would seem plausible that unless patient-by-treatment interaction is large,
gene-by-treatment interaction cannot be so.
The point is similar to one that has been made
recently by Elston in an extremely useful
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introduction to statistical methods in genetic
epidemiology (6). He writes, of an analogous
phenomenon, “The presence of familial aggregation is no guarantee that there is a genetic component to the aetiology of a trait,
but if there is no familial aggregation there
is no point in search for segregating loci that
might cause such an aggregation.” (6, p. 532)
If, however, we study Table 2, we see that
the only sort of trial capable of identifying
patient-by-treatment interaction is the repeated period cross-over in which patients
are randomized to sequences of treatments
such that each treatment is received in more
than one period. Such designs, however, are
very rarely employed. Ironically, one of the
few fields in which they have been employed
is that of bioequivalence, where (since two
formulations of the same drug are being compared) important subject-by-treatment interaction is inherently rather implausible. The
question then arises, what evidence do we
have that the reason that we see substantial
variability in clinical trials is due to patientby-treatment interaction? Before considering
this point we look at three examples.

PATIENT-BY-TREATMENT
INTERACTION? THREE EXAMPLES
The first example concerns a reanalysis of
the beta-blocker in heart attacks trial (BHAT)
by Horwitz et al. (7). This trial compared
propranolol to placebo using 3837 male and
female patients aged 30 to 69 who had been
hospitalized with an acute myocardial infraction in one of 31 clinical centers. The minimum follow-up was 12 months and the mean
was 25 months. There was an overall benefit
in terms of mortality for propranolol (7.2%)
compared to placebo (9.8%) with an estimated unadjusted odds ratio (95% confidence limits) of 0.71 (0.57, 0.90) in favor of
propranolol. (Because Horwitz et al. do not
give the numbers on each treatment group it
is not possible to perform this calculation
precisely.)
Horwitz et al. then noted that although the

mortality rate was lower under propranolol
than placebo in 21 centers (which they named
dominant), there were 10 centers (which they
named divergent) in which the survival rate
was better under placebo. The situation is
illustrated in Figure 1, which plots center by
center the mortality rate under propranolol
against that under placebo. The line is the
line of exact equality. They also compared
divergent and dominant centers for baseline
characteristics using the chi-squared test on
one degree of freedom. A summary of some
of their findings is given in Table 3. Some
factors were apparently highly significantly
different between centers, for example, although the critical value at the 5% level for
a chi-square with one degree of freedom is
3.84 the value for race white/other was 95.5.
They then compared the divergent and
dominant centers regarding mortality using
the Gail-Simon test (8), finding a significant
difference between the two groups of centers.
Their conclusions were: “This new approach
to the analysis of multicenter trials generally,
and to the recognition that treatment can have
widely different effects for some patients
specifically, promises to make trial results
helpful both to regulatory agencies who license drugs, and to physicians and their patients who must use the drugs.”(7, p. 400)
However, the “new approach” is invalid
on several accounts and will not be accepted
by regulatory agencies, which are much more
vigilant, when it comes to statistical analysis,
than either journal editors or referees (9,lO).
The paper by Horwitz et al. is, unfortunately,
a demonstration of the growing gulf between
standards inside and outside of the pharmaceutical industry, to the detriment of the
latter.
There are a number of serious errors in
this approach. First, a simple chi-square cannot be used to compare centers as regards
demographic factors because of probable
clustering of factors by center. A chi-square
analysis of a 2 x 2 table assumes independence of all observations within any one of
the four cells. However, people tend to cluster so that this independence does not apply
and it is hardly surprising, for example, that
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FIGURE 1. Mortality rates for propranolol against placebo for 31 centers in the BHAT
trial.

results” (7, p. 399), Horwitz et al. were unrepentant (1 1) when it was pointed out to them
that their approach used a test in a way that
was formally forbidden (9). Finally, when a
valid analysis of these centers is performed,
this reveals an astonishing fact. The degree
of variation between centers of the treatment
effect is slightly less than one might expect
by chance (9,lO).
This is illustrated by Figure 2, which gives
a Galbraith plot of the results (12,13,
14). The Y-axis gives the standardized estimate,
the ratio of the log-odds ratio to its
TABLE 3
standard
error for each of the 3 1 centers. The
Distribution of Some Factors
X-axis gives the precision, the reciprocal of
in the BHAT Trial
the standard error. The slope of regression
Dominant Dlvergent
through the origin of these points gives the
overall
treatment estimate for the trial. The
No. % NO. % x2
fact that it slopes slightly downwards indiWhite
2113 85.2 1297 95.6 95.5 cates the modest benefit for propranolol
Prior MI
1099 44.3 509 37.5 16.7 found in this trial. The lines that parallel this
History of CHF 249 10.2 102 7.6 6.7
slope are at f1.96 standard estimates. One

race was the factor that produced the highest
chi-square. Second, the authors used the
Gail-Simon test in a way that its authors specifically forbade in that they made a posthoc selection of centers on the basis of results
(8). Despite themselves warning that their
approach would only be valid if, “a formal
test for qualitative interaction is performed
that shows a significant effect that excludes
chance as an explanation for the divergent
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FIGURE 2. Galbralth plot of the 31 centers in the BHAT trial. The slope of the lines is
the fixed effects estimate of treatment effect. The outer lines are at plus and minus
1.96 standard errors.

in 20 points would be expected to lie outside
these limits by chance; none of them do and
this is consistent with a random effects analysis for this trial using the method of Hardy
and Thompson (15), which produces an estimate of the random effect that is a little below
zero (9, 10). Thus, the data do not give the
slightest reason for supposing that the true
effect of treatment was not identical in every
center.
It is, unfortunately, all too easy to underestimate the effect of chance in multicenter
trials. If we have designed a trial with 80%
power for a 5% level of significance (twosided) and the clinically relevant difference
obtains, we only need six centers before it is
odds-on that at least one of them will show
an “effect reversal,” that is to say, an apparent
superiority for placebo (16). Figure 3 shows
a number of probability distributions for the
number of effect reversals for trials with 80%
power. Each distribution corresponds to a

different number of centers. It can be seen
that for 30 centers, 9 is the most likely number of effect reversals. Of course, the power
of many trials may be greater than 80%.
However, even with 99% power, an unusually high value for power, the probability of
no effect reversals in a 31-center trial is less
than one in 2000. This can be calculated simply as follows. The percentage point for 99%
is 2.3263 and that for 2.5% is 1.9600. The
sum of these is 4.2863 and is thus the noncentrality parameter for the trial. However,
if the 3 1 centers are of equal size the standard
error in each center is
5.5678 times as
large as for the trial as a whole. The noncetrality parameter is thus 4.286315.5678 =
0.77. The probability that there is no effect
reversal in a given center is then found easily
from tables of the Normal distribution to be
0.78. The probability of no effect reversal in
any center is then 0.783’=1/2200 In other
words, had no effect reversals been found in
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FIGURE 3. Probability distribution of the number of centers showing an effect reversal
for trials with varying numbers of centers, k. it is supposed that the trials have been
deslgned with 80% power for a 5% type I error rate and that the clinically relevant
difference obtains.

the BHAT trial, there would be good grounds
for suspecting fraud.
The second example is a paper by Guyatt
et al. proposing an analysis of clinical trials
that they suggest will permit one to identify
the proportion of patients showing a benefit
(17). They consider the specific example of
a cross-over trial comparing salmeterol to
salbutamol to placebo in asthma as regards
quality of life. Because each patient has been
treated with each treatment, it is possible to
calculate a pair-wise difference for each
treatment for each of the three possible pairwise treatment comparisons. Guyatt et al. had
reason to believe that a difference of 0.5 on
the quality of life scale had clinical relevance. They were then able, for example, to
calculate the proportion of patients with an
observed difference of at least 0.5 for salmeterol compared to salbutamol and the proportion with an observed difference of 0.5 in
favor of salbutamol. The difference between

these two proportions is then interpreted as
being the net proportion of patients showing
a clinically relevant benefit under salmeterol
and salbutamol. This figure is then converted
into a “number needed to treat” to obtain one
clinically relevant benefit.
It is not central to the argument here but
attention is drawn to the fact that the number
needed to treat is an entirely unsatisfactory
way to summarize the results from any clinical trial or meta-analysis. A thorough demolition of this fashionable but inadequate measure is given by Hutton (1 8). See also Smeeth
et al. (19) This particular aspect of the problem will not be considered here. Instead, we
concentrate on other difficulties with this
general approach.
The mistake here is to interpret this observed difference as saying something about
the true effect of the drug at an individual
level (20). Suppose that within-patient variability is large, and that differences of 0.5
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are common from period to period even when
the same drug is given. Then when we observe a difference of 0.5 when comparing
two drugs we do not know whether this is a
chance difference or a genuine difference.
The reason we run a large clinical trial with
many patients is that we need that number
to tell whether the treatment works at all. It
is thus not possible to tell at the individual
level whether the treatment works for a given
patient. A good discussion of the general difficulty in attempting to do this is given by
Cox et al. (21). As we showed in Table 2, for
the ordinary cross-over the effects of withinpatient variation and patient-by-treatment interaction are not separable.
Such a separation could have been made
in our third example. This was a double blind
randomized comparison of paracetamol 1 g
b.i.d. and diclofenac 50 mg b i d . in osteoarthritis reported by March et al. (22). Twentyfive patients, of whom 20 completed the
study, were treated in six two-week periods:
three times with paracetamol and three times
with diclofenac. This study was described
as consisting of a series of “n-of-I” trials.
However, it can equally be regarded as being
a repeated period cross-over. It thus has the
structure that would permit separation of patient-by-treatment interaction and withinpatient error.
Unfortunately, however, the authors did
not carry out a random-effects analysis of
these data, preferring instead to perform individual significance tests for each patient.
This is a particularly poor approach to analyzing such data (23,24). The authors then
concluded that because a clear advantage
could only be demonstrated for diclofenac
for five patients there were many for whom
paracetamol would be adequate.
There are several errors with this approach (22). First, there is a presumption that
failure to find a significant difference constitutes a proof of equivalence. Second, the data
are not analyzed as a whole, which is inefficient. Third, differences in “significance” are
taken as being differences in effect. However,
suppose that the effect is identical for every
patient and that the power is 25%. Then we

would expect that 5 out of every 20 patients
would show a significant benefit for diclofenac and 15 would not, despite no difference
between patients. Fourth, the generalization
of these results from trial to target population
is dangerous, especially when the trial has
such a narrow basis.
In fact, it is possible to attempt a partial
reconstruction of the original data from
March et al. and perform a random effects
analysis (22). This does suggest some heterogeneity (if less than the authors’ analysis implies). The point, however, is that even with
a design that can resolve components of variation effectively we can ascribe too much of
the variation to patient-by-treatment interaction if we do not take care in analysis.

A REPEATED PERIODS
CROSS-OVER
We now consider our fourth example, an excellent paper in this journal by Shumaker and
Metzler (25). Shumaker and Metzler describe
a bioequivalence study in which two formulations, a test (T) and a reference (R) of phenytoin, were compared by giving them to 26
healthy volunteers. The four area under the
concentration time curve (AUC) values for
each subject are plotted in Figure 4. A repeated periods cross-over was used and each
subject was allocated to one of two sequences: either RTTR or TRRT, 13 subjects
being allocated to each. As Shumaker and
Metzler point out, this could be regarded as
a trial in which (in a sense) the standard twoperiod cross-over trial has been replicated
twice so that we have sequences RT and TR
for the f i s t replicate and TR and RT for the
second. This means that for each patient two
estimates of the treatment contrasts R versus
T can be made: one based on periods one
and two and one based on periods three and
four. From the point of view of a randomization purist, if this form of analysis is being
used, it would probably be better to have
used four sequences: the two used and RTRT
and TRTR in addition. However, this is a
minor criticism. The trial gives a great deal of
useful information, as will be shown below.
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Phenytoin Data: AUC by Subject and Formulation
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FIGURE 4. AUC for both formulations (reference and test) and both replications for the
26 volunteers in the phenytoin bioequivalence trial.

As is standard for such trials, the principle
outcome measure is area under the AUC. If,
as a simple way for getting a feel for the
data, we calculate the ratio (testheference)
of the AUCs for each replicate then the results are as summarized in Table 4.
The mean relative bioavailability for the
two formulations on either replication is very
close to one and indeed, since the standard
error of the mean ratio is small, a formal
analysis of log-transformed ratio shows that
the 90% confidence limits (anti-logged) lie
well within the conventional limits of equivalence of 80% to 125%. (An alternative is to
analyze the original AUCs using the method
of Kieser and Hauschke [26]. However, it is
the opinion of this author that log-transformation will usually be suitable.) The distribution also appears very stable from one replication to another with minor changes, at
most, in any of the statistics.
However, suppose we were to use the
method of Guyatt et al. (17). They applied
their approach to an ordinary cross-over trial
without replication. Thus, if this method is

adequate in general, we can apply it to the
data from replication one alone. We could
then argue that although the mean relative
bioavailability is close to 1, there are some
subjects for whom it is not so close. Suppose
we take as a standard of no practical difference that the ratio should be within the limits
0.95 to 1.053. It then turns out that there are
TABLE 4
Summary Statistics for Relative
Bioavailability for the Two Replications
Replication
Statistic

One

Two

Number of observations
26
26
Arithmetic mean
0.999 0.987
Geometric mean
0.996 0.984
Median
0.995 0.993
Minimum
0.813 0.831
Maximum
1.253 1.209
Lower quartile
0.950 0.942
Upper quartile
1.012 1.028
Standard deviation
0.084 0.081
Standard error of mean ratio 0.016 0.016
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seven subjects with ratios less than 0.95 and ally) the logical flaw in the method of Guyatt
four with ratios in excess of 1.053. We might et a]. (17). Patient-by-treatment interaction
then be tempted to conclude, as the method is not identifiable in conventional clinical
of Guyatt et al. would invite us to do, that trials (not even in conventional cross-overs).
there are some subjects for whom the test It may be argued that this case is rather speformulation is more bioavailable than the ref- cial in that for a bioequivalence trial we do
erence and some for whom it is less bioavail- not really expect any difference between
able.
treatments. It is thus not surprising that there
However, one very important statistic is is no difference at the individual level. The
missing from the above and that is the corre- point is, however, that nothing in the struclation coefficient over the 26 subjects and ture of the data from the trial if these data
between replications of the relative bioavail- are limited to the first replicate alone allows
ability. This correlation coefficient is -0.18! us to identify patient-by-treatment interacThe fact that the correlation coefficient is tion. It is, of course, perfectly possible that
negative is no doubt a fluke. However, what such interaction may be important, even in
it strongly suggests is that the observed dif- the trial discussed by Guyatt et al. (although
ferences between subjects in replication one it is the opinion of this author that pure
has nothing to do with any permanent feature within-patient error is likely to be important
of the subject. It is a purely transient effect, in that trial). However, nothing in the data
quite possibly largely related to measurement forces this conclusion. Attempting to interpret such trials in this way is merely squaring
error.
Now suppose that we give a physician the the circle.
following choice for predicting the relative
bioavailability of the two formulations in the
THE ROLE OF REPEATED
second replication for a given subject. She
PERIODS CROSS-OVERS
or he can either use the relative bioavailability for replication one for that subject or the The Shumaker and Metzler study is a valuglobal average over all subjects. Which will able example (25). This is not because the
prove better? The answer is that the better topic of individual bioequivalence is imporbet is to use the global average and ignore tant. On the contrary, of almost all areas in
the individual information. This is illustrated drug development in which it would be interin Figure 5, which plots the absolute predic- esting to study subject-by-treatment interaction error for one approach compared to the tion this is the least interesting, not least beother. The subjects are numbered. For those cause if the main effect of treatment is small
who lie to the left of the diagonal line, the it is implausible that interactive effects inprediction error is greater using individual volving it could be large (27). However, if
rather than global values, for those who lie individual bioequivalence has been a deadto the right the reverse is the case. There end as regards practical utility it has not been
are 19 such subjects for whom the global so as regards theoretical interest. The reapproach is better. Only for seven does the peated measures cross-over that has been
individual value do better. All in all, the evi- proposed by the proponents of individual biodence is fairly convincing that the global ap- equivalence would be the appropriate meproach is the better one. Of course, since it dium by which to study subject-by-formulais impossible to identify for which subjects tion interaction were this matter of interest.
the individual approach would prove a better Exactly the same design is one of the most
prediction (since hindsight cannot be used powerful means of examining patient-byfor prediction!) the best strategy is always to treatment interaction in therapeutic trials.
As already discussed, patient-by-treatuse the global approach.
The trial reported by Shumaker and Met- ment interaction provides an upper bound for
zler (25) thus illustrates graphically (liter- gene-by-treatment interaction. For example,
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Figure 5. Absolute prediction error for relative bioavailabilityfor the second replication
labeled by subject number. The error using the individual results from replication one
is plotted against that using the global average.

to take a simple case, it is now known that
grapefruit juice interferes with the elimination of many pharmaceuticals (28). It will
also be the case that consumption of grapefruit juice will vary from individual to individual (as well, of course, as within individuals!) Unless, therefore, consumption of
grapefruit juice is entirely genetically determined, there is some component of the response to such drugs that is modified by an
“environmental” factor that varies among individuals and is not genetic. This suggests a
possible approach for screening drugs to see
whether it is worth investigating genetic
components of response, that is, that repeated
periods cross-overs should be used to establish the size of the patient-by-treatment interaction for a given pharmaceutical. If this is
not large it is not worth undertaking further
research to establish the size of gene-bytreatment interaction. This approach has been

proposed by Kalow, Ozdemir, Endrenyi,
Tang, and co-workers (29,30,3 1).
Of course, not all indications will be suitable for such an approach. The same limitations will apply that apply to cross-over trials
generally (32,33,34), that is to say, the disease must be chronic, the treatments must
be reversible, and for practical reasons the
necessary period of study must not be so long
as to make it impractical from the point of
view of the patients who will (ideally) have
to have four periods of treatment. Provided
suitable precautions are taken, the risk of
substantial carry-over can be kept to a minimum. In any case, such trials will not be used
for confirmatory proof of efficacy but as part
of a general screening strategy. Carry-over
would be extremely unlikely to cause one to
declare that there was an appreciable interaction where there was not. In the presence of
carry-over there might be some slight risk of
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missing an important interaction but in view
of the potential savings this method might
bring this risk is acceptable. Suitable designs
might be limited to two sequences, ABBN
BAAB, as in the case of Shumaker and Metzler’s design (25) but it could also be advantageous to use four sequence designs by
adding the sequences ABABJBABA or even
six sequence designs using the sequences
AABBBBAA as well.

A FURTHER DESIGN ISSUE
It is perhaps worth noting at this point that
the two aspects of gene-by-treatment interaction alluded to in the opening passage by Sir
Richard tend to pull in different directions.
The possibility of eliminating a source of
variability in order to have “smaller, more
effective clinical trials with corresponding
cost savings” suggests, if anything, a narrow
genetic focus for our trials or at least it suggests that selection of a suitable genetically
homogenous group would be at least as efficient, if not more efficient, than stratifying
by genotype.
If, on the other hand, we wish to explore
fully the extent of gene-by-treatment interaction it may be necessary not only to recruit
patients who represent the various genotypes
in the target population but also to over-sample the rarer ones. If one wishes to explore the
full extent of gene-by-treatment interaction it
is necessary to achieve “genetic distance”
among the subjects studied and this requires
having adequate numbers of the various subgroups. This raises an analogous logistic
problem to that which has been noted in connection with attempts to represent women
and demographic subgroups “adequately” in
clinical trials. However laudable the motive
behind this desire, it can lead to a growth in
recruitment time that is not practical and may
ultimately act against the interest of patients
(16,35). Suffice it so say that if the second
of Sir Richard’s hopes is to be realized for all
patients (“individual patients will be targeted
with specific treatment and personalized dosing regimens to maximize efficacy and mini-

mize pharmacokinetic problems”), trials will
have to get bigger and not smaller.

A RELATED PROBLEM WITH
CERTAIN TREATMENT MEASURES
Recently, various statisticians have proposed
using treatment measures that describe the
extent to which results from one treatment
group overlap those of another. These measures have generally been discussed in the
context of parallel group trials. For example,
Rom and Hwang have defined a measure that
is the proportion of similar responses in the
two groups (36,37). Hauck and Anderson
have suggested using the probability that the
outcome from a patient chosen at random
from the experimental group is higher than
the outcome from a patient chosen at random
from the control group (38). A similar suggestion has been made by Chen and Kianifard (39). A much earlier (and very famous)
paper by Glass introduced the efect size, the
ratio of the treatment difference to the within
group standard deviation, which he pointed
out could be translated into the probability
that the observed response in the treatment
group will be higher than the mean response
in the control group (40).
The danger with these measures comes
with their potential interpretation. Consider
the measure proposed by Hauck et al. (38),
which has been referred to elsewhere as the
individual exceedenceprobability (IEP) (37).
It is the probability that a measure in the
experimental group is observed to be higher
than the measure in the control group. This
must not be confused with the probability
that a patient would show, on average, a
greater benefit under the experimental treatment than under the control treatment, what
we might refer to as the average benefirprobability (ABP). This would be to make a similar mistake to that made by Guyatt et al.
(17) and discussed above. Provided that the
individual exceedence probability is greater
than 50% the ABP can be as high as 100%.
This can be seen very simply by supposing
that we take a series of measurements X
drawn from a Normal distribution with mean
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p and variance o2and add to each a value z
to form a new series of measurements I:
which can then be regarded as having been
drawn from a Normal with mean p + and
~
variance d2.Now imagine that we observe
only half the X values at random and wherever we do not observe the X values we
observe the Y values instead. This is one
possible simple statistical model for what
happens in a randomized clinical trial and
also corresponds to the Rubin causal model
(41,42). Unless z is large compared to d we
shall observe a considerable overlap of Y
and X values but, in fact, for every observed
Y, there is an unobserved X that is smaller
by z and for every observed X there is an
unobserved Y that is larger by z. Hence, in
general, the degree of overlap does not permit identification of the probability of response.
Even if we are completely chaste in our
inferences, are not seduced by the temptation
to interpret the IEP causally and continue to
interpret it in terms of observations only,
there is a further difficulty. We need to identify the population to which the IEP will
apply. This will not generally be the target
population for the drug. This is because the
patients in a clinical trial cannot be regarded
as being a random or even representative
sample of the target population (16). That
being so, the expected value of the sample
variance of observations sZswill not be the
same as that of the variance in the target
population, c$. Even if the treatment effect
were completely additive, which is to say,
constant from one patient to another, the expected value of Glass’s effect size would not
be constant from one trial to another unless
the variability in these trials was the same
(37). But one, say, might be a trial in moderate hypertensives only and another in moderate and severe hypertensives. The effect size
would be expected to be less in the latter
trial, other things being equal, than in the
former, simply because the standard deviation would be expected to be larger.
The only conclusion would then be that
the IEP has to be taken to apply to the sample
of patients in the trial as actually run over

all randomizations. This considerably limits
its utility because it makes its applicability
extremely local. However, this is not even
the end of the difficulties with this measure.
Consider, for example, a clinical trial in hypertension with diastolic blood pressure as
the target variable which three statisticians
analyze. One uses raw outcomes, another
uses change scores, and a third (most efficiently) uses the covariance-adjusted outcome, Provided that they stick with the original scale of measurement there is no
difference in the expected value for the treatment effect from any of these three analyses
although the treatment estimates will be
made with different precision. However, ratios of effects to standard deviations can be
quite different

CONCLUSIONS
It is not denied that genetic variation in response exists. It is known, for example, that
genetic variation can have an important effect pharmacokinetically and that this has implications for adverse reactions (43). Even in
terms of pharmacodynamic response it can
be highly relevant. For example, it has been
claimed that there is major genetic variation
among Nigerians as regards angiotensinogen
(44).However, it does not follow that all
variation that we see is genetic and it is the
case that we have rarely designed trials that
would separate patient-by-treatment interaction from other sources. This is a situation
that could be rectified.
In summary the following conclusions are
offered:
1. The temptation to attempt to identify patient-by-treatment interaction when the
structure of the clinical trial does not permit it should be resisted,
2. Various methods that have been proposed
in the medical literature for doing so are
invalid,
3. Although it is possible that pharmacogenomics will enable us to run “cleaner”
clinical trials with less variability, we do
not know that this will generally be so.
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The reason is that for all we know much
of the variability we currently see in many
clinical trials may not be genetic in origin,
4.Furthermore, the ambition to individualize
therapy tends in the other direction. To be
realized it may actually require bigger and
more difficult trials in which genetic minorities have to be over-sampled, with attendant recruitment problems,
5. We should be very cautious in employing
treatment effect measures such as the IEP,
6. A potentially useful and under-exploited
design is that of the repeated period crossover. (Equivalently this can be regarded as
a series of n-of-1 trials [231). This has
considerable potential to identify patientby-treatment interaction and this may help
prevent disappointment when hunting for
genetic effects (29), and
7. More use should be made of random effect
models in analyzing trials and using their
results.
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